Full iso relay

Search for the part s number you wish to receive samples. Or, visit the sample center page.
General purpose relays fit many vehicles. Typical applications include: lighting, starting, horn,
heating and cooling. Access specifications, certifications, check availability and order parts
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organizations such as advertisers. Products Automotive Sensors Automotive Sensors Littelfuse
Automotive Sensor Products offer a wide range of sensors for use in monitoring various
vehicular functions in the areas of passenger safety, comfort and convenience plus vehicle
powertrain, chassis and emission applications. Chassis Comfort and Convenience. Emissions
Passenger Safety. Powertrain xEV Sensors. Littelfuse battery management devices provide
methods of conserving battery power, protecting against over-discharge, combining and
protecting auxiliary equipment such as liftgate motors. Littelfuse battery mini-Breakers provide
battery cell protection for high-capacity Lithium Polymer and prismatic cells. Metal Hybrid
Protection. Electrical sockets, plugs and coils used for connection of a truck and trailer on
commercial vehicles or caravans for 12 and 24V systems. Connector Accessories Greycon
Connectors. Common Mode Noise Filters CMF attenuate common mode noise in differential and
balanced transmission, and power supply and audio lines. Littelfuse offers a comprehensive
line of fuse blocks, fuse holders, and fuse accessories for automotive, electronic, and electrical
markets. Fusible Switches and Panels Fusible Switches and Panels Provide a complete,
one-piece solution for easy procurement and code compliance. Dissipate high voltage
transients through a contained plasma gas with high surge capability, low capacitance and
small size. Magnetic sensing products utilizing Reed and Hall Effect technologies, with custom
solutions available. Low capacitance polymer base product for protecting high speed data
circuit from ESD damage and maintaining data integrity. Polymer-enhanced, precision Zener
diodes that offer resettable protection against multi-Watt fault events without the need for
multi-Watt heat sinks. Power Semiconductors Power Semiconductors High reliability power
semiconductors utilize the latest technology. Stacks, Subsystems, and Assemblies Bare Die. TD
and Chip Telecom. Our surge protection devices SPDs and modules are designed to provide
protection from transient overvoltage. They are thermally-protected and built with high-quality,
dependable materials. Features manually-operated, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated
switches; and switches operated by temperature or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal
protected varistor, available in a variety of forms, surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial
Leaded Specialty Surface Mount. Thermally Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions.
Electronic Testing Services. Need the Littelfuse equivalent to a competitor part? Enter the
competitor part number here. Check distributor stock levels by entering in full or partial part
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stores cookies on your device. Essential Performance and analytical technologies Functionality
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Advertising. By clicking Allow All or Save Settings you agree and accept our terms and
conditions. Contact Material:. What a relay does A relay is a kind of "remote controlled switch".
From the inception of the electric starter, some kind of remote switch was required in order to
provide the power to the starter motor without bringing the heavy, unwieldy wires to the dash
and, as a result, making them longer with consequent voltage drop. Having a remote switch
allows application and interruption of current to be done at the most electrically efficient point
in the circuit, even if it is the most ergonomically least suitable position. At first, starter motors
were operated by pulling on a cable which operated the switch, much in the same way that a
bonnet hood latch is still actuated today. The solenoids used for inertial engaged starter motors
were effectively relays. A switch, sometimes operated by a key, could pass a small current to
the solenoid which would move an actuator that would in turn engage a bigger switch capable
of carrying the very large current the starter required. To overcome this limitation, a relay was
used to remotely switch the solenoid. Indeed, the first relay fitted to MGB's was for this very
purpose. Basically, inside a relay there is a small electromagnet that requires, in most
automotive relays, about 0. Once this small current is flowing, the electromagnet can pull-in or if
so configured, let-go a switch capable, depending on the relay, of controlling many times that
current, but usually from 30 Amps to 70 Amps. These are available with and without fixing
brackets. The rightmost relay is a so called super ISO, with a nominal 70A rating. A little harder
to come by, the size of the half-ISO can be advantageous and the weight is a benefit if the
installation precludes the use of a bracket and the relay needs to be taped or fixed with a cable
tie to the harness. All these relays have special connectors available but standard individual
blade connectors fit. Relay Nomenclature The meaning of some terminology associated with
relays. Normally Closed. The contact, if any, that is "ON" with no coil power. The contact that is
"ON" only with coil powered. Note that, while it is electrically irrelevant which way round the coil
is connected, it is usual to make contact 85 electrically closest to ground see Using Relays.
Keeping to this convention helps others who may in future have to diagnose any problems.
Where a bracket is fitted, there appears to be no convention as to its position. I have seen
examples with the bracket closest to contact 87, 85 and In many US GM vehicles, the relays are
in a bank, high on the bulkhead. They are retained on a common bracket that has a number of
tongues each of which can fit into a slot, located on a relay. That slot is closest to contact 30
and some relays with individual metal brackets are GM type relays, the slot being used as the
bracket retainer. Always mount relays with the contacts pointing down, this attitude prevents
water build-up between contacts. Contact Number. Otherwise, the contact arrangement is the
same as the standard ISO. Coil Low. Coil High. NO Contact. Contacts 3 and 5 are 6. Contacts 1,2
and 3 are 4. Alt' Contact Number. NC contact. NO contact. Using the Relays High and Low Side
Switching Detail application of relays will be covered in the appropriate sections. However, the
following shows two major ways in which relays can be used. The reference in the diagrams to
Power refers to power coming from such sources as the battery, a fuse or the ignition switch; it
will usually be positive but could be negative, depending on the polarity of the vehicle.
However, note that the power for the Switch and Relay coil circuit is sourced differently from
that for the Load and Relay contact. In order to gain maximum benefit from a relay, the Load
should be fed as directly from the battery, and via as heavier a cable, as is practical, whereas
the coil can operate from much longer and lighter wire. High Side The diagram at left shows a
typical high-side relay switching arrangement. The Load may represent any of several
components in the vehicles, examples being the heater fan or the headlights. When the control
Switch is closed current can low to the Relay coil and it will be energized. Once energized, the
relay common contact will' make' with the NO normally open contact and the load will operate.
This type of circuit is useful since the load can be grounded to the chassis of the vehicle and
there is no need for a separate Load ground wire. Low Side The diagram at left shows a typical
low-side relay switching arrangement. The Load may represent any of several components in
the vehicles, examples being the horn or the courtesy lights When the control S
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witch is closed current can flow to the Relay coil and it will be energized. Once energized, the
relay common contact will 'make' with the NO normally open contact and the load will operate.

This type of circuit is useful when the switch can be grounded to the chassis of the vehicle and
there is no need for a separate Switch ground wire. A note on the NC Normally Closed Contact
The normally closed contact, is less used and, where present, often has a lower current carrying
capability than the NO contact. It is closed when there is no power to the coil and thus, if driving
a load, would run the battery down unless some other switch, such as the ignition switch is
upstream of it. There are some special uses, however. Using all three contacts, NC, NO and
Common, the relay can changeover from operating one function to operating another. It might
also be used to energize an alarm that does not need power with ignition ON. Edited with and
reproduced permission from the author. Normally Open.

